Proposed Irrigation of Treated Wastewater on Kepler Farm
Bird Strike Risk Assessment
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1. Introduction
In many airports around the world bird strike can pose a hazard to aircraft. Bird strike has occasionally led to
serious incidents.
The degree of risk of this hazard can be attributed to a range of natural and anthropogenic factors. The
natural factors can vary on a seasonal basis and are often related to availability of food resources for birds.
Rural based activities such as cultivation and irrigation have the potential to attract birds and increase the risk
to aircraft using nearby aerodromes.
The Southland District Council (SDC) has purchased part of the Landcorp’s Kepler Farm adjacent to Te Anau
airport for the purpose of irrigation of treated wastewater from the Te Anau Wastewater Treatment Plant. The
purchased land encompasses approximately 400 hectares and is defined as the irrigation activity area. The
extent of the land to be irrigated will be staged according to the size of population served by the sewerage
scheme. The current proposal is to irrigate 105 hectares of land on the north side of the airport runway. SDC
does not propose to irrigate land on the southern side of the airport until there is sufficient demand.
The Kepler Farm forms part of an extensive area of farmland comprising improved pasture and shelterbelts to
the north of Manapouri between SH 95 and the Kepler Mire as shown on the land cover map (Figure 1 on
page 2). Present maintenance of the improved pasture on the farm involves periodic cultivation. This included
one paddock within the proposed irrigation area which was ploughed prior to a site inspection of the area in
late November 2012.
The adjacent Kepler Mire forms part of the Te Anau Basin wetland complex and is the largest string bog in
New Zealand. The mire contains a diverse complex of wetland vegetation and numerous ponds and pools and
provides habitat for waterfowl such as Canada Goose, Paradise Shelduck and Grey Duck, and other
freshwater birds such as the nationally threatened Australasian Bittern and South Island Fernbird.
The purpose of this report is to assess the degree of risk the proposed irrigation of treated wastewater poses
to aircraft using Te Anau airport.

2. The Proposal
SDC proposes to irrigate land within the northern part of the irrigation activity area using two 700 metre radius
centre pivot irrigators. A separation distance or buffer of 30 metres will exist between the edge of the irrigation
activity area and the airport boundary.
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Figure 1: Land Cover of Kepler Farm and Surrounds
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Irrigation will occur throughout the year with a maximum rate of discharge from the pivots varying seasonally
from 2 to 4.5 mm per day.
The sprinklers on the pivots are designed to generate large droplets to maximise ground infiltration and
minimise the potential for spray drift off site.
Weed control and direct drilling of the land within the irrigated area will be necessary during initial
development of the site to establish a high quality grass sward. The establishment and maintenance of a high
quality sward of an optimum height (at least 100 mm) is required to ensure a favourable rate of transpiration
during the summer months. Site development will be undertaken over the late summer/early autumn period
with further non tillage cultivation measures (direct drilling) taking place periodically thereafter over the life of
the scheme to maintain the quality of the grass sward.
The grass sward within the irrigation activity area will be managed as a “cut to carry“ or cropping operation
with harvested grass on sold to the local farming community as baleage. A minimum sward height of 100 mm
will be maintained at all times to ensure a minimum rate of transpiration across the irrigation area. It is
expected that four “cuts” will occur per annum; in October and on three occasions during the growing season.
Areas of pasture adjacent to the irrigated land will either be fenced off and grazed or cropped for baleage to
maintain a short grass sward. The 30 metre buffer zone between the airport and the irrigation activity area will
be mown on a regular basis to maintain a short sward to discourage nesting by birds such as skylarks and
prevent seed head development.
The pine and Eucalyptus shelterbelts which occur in the irrigated area will be removed during the
development phase which reduces the extent of roosting and nesting habitat available for birds such as
magpies. The shelterbelts that border the irrigated area on the west and east side will remain in place. A new
shelterbelt will be constructed along the northern boundary of the irrigated area.

3. Regulatory Overview
The Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand (CAA) is responsible for the regulatory management of the
operation of aircraft, airport design and airspace management. CAA guidance material for land use at or near
airports specifies that aerodrome operators in New Zealand should monitor and review land use activities
around their aerodrome to ensure the safe operations of aircraft and protection of air space. Many
aerodromes hold a Civil Aviation Rule (CAR) Part 139 Aerodrome operating certificate which concerns
specific land use requirements including wildlife hazard management. This certificate is required for
aerodromes where aircraft with more than 30 passenger seats operate regular transport operations. This is
the case for Te Anau airport, where aircraft (such as a Convair 580) currently operates over the summer
season.
The CAA guidance material states that under CAR 139.71 an aerodrome operator must establish an
environmental management programme to minimise or eliminate any wildlife hazard that presents a hazard to
aircraft operations at their aerodrome. At many aerodromes in New Zealand, including Te Anau airport, the
major wildlife hazard is from bird strike.

4. Resident Birds and Seasonal Visitors
The bird species commonly observed at Te Anau airport by airport staff are black backed gull, black billed gull,
red billed gull, Australasian magpie, and Canada goose.
The indigenous species such as the gulls and the South Island pied oystercatcher have benefited from
modifications to the landscape through clearance of forested land to farmland since European settlement.
This reflects the adaptability of these species and their ability to utilise the feeding opportunities afforded by
farmland.
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Other indigenous birds also likely to be present in the Te Anau area which have similarly benefited from
habitat changes are Paradise shelduck, Australasian harrier, pied stilt and pukeko. While farmland generally
suits the wide dietary requirements of pukeko and white faced heron, the number of these birds that inhabit
developed areas of pasture are likely to be significantly lower than in the nearby Kepler Mire where higher
quality habitat exists in the form of open water and a diversity of wetland vegetation.
Black backed gull, red and black-billed gull and South Island pied oystercatcher are seasonal visitors to the Te
Anau Basin during the spring and summer months, often attracted to ploughed paddocks and other cultivated
land as well as areas prone to ponding where there are temporary but rich food supplies. The gulls and
plovers often form large flocks outside of the breeding season. Black backed and black billed gulls and
oystercatchers were observed feeding around the margins of the airport runway during a site inspection on 20
November 2012.
Developed farmland and other areas of managed exotic grassland are also favoured by introduced passerines
(perching birds) such as Australian magpies, blackbirds and song thrushes while pasture grasses, especially
rank swards associated with the margins of paddocks, roads and airports, provide an abundant seed source
and invertebrates for smaller birds such as chaffinch, gold finch, green finch, house sparrow, yellowhammer
and redpoll.
The pine and Eucalyptus shelterbelts on the Kepler Farm are likely to provide favourable nesting and roosting
sites for white faced heron and magpies.

5. Habitat Requirements, Ecology and Conservation Status
Farmland habitat throughout the country is known to support a number of species of indigenous birds
including endemic taxa (Heather and Robertson, 2005).
Black backed gull, red billed gull and black billed gull are highly gregarious and nest in large colonies. These
species often feed in large flocks, usually seeking out temporarily rich food supplies such as invertebrates
exposed by ploughing and brought to the surface by irrigation or rain. While black backed gulls and red billed
gulls generally breed on the coast they venture inland during bad weather to feed on wet pasture. Black billed
gulls by comparison breed inland on riverbeds in spring and summer, feeding on nearby farmland (Heather &
Robertson, 2005).
South Island pied oystercatcher, like the black billed gull, breeds inland on riverbed but also around lake
fringes and on farmland. Oystercatchers are gregarious, feeding in loose flocks on invertebrates such as
earthworms.
Spur winged plover tend to breed on farmland, preferably rough pasture where there is an absence of farm
animals or on flat wet areas where there is some ground irregularity (Heather & Robertson, 2005). Plovers
favour arable and short grassed pasture for feeding on a wide range of invertebrates. They are often
gregarious forming large flocks outside of the breeding season.
Paradise Shelduck breed on farmland too, favouring rush covered damp zones and small farm ponds as well
as riverbeds. Paradise shelduck is widely distributed on pasture country, arable land and wetlands with dietary
preferences including pasture grass and clover as well as seeds of grass and pasture weed. Large flocks can
gather in December through to February at traditional moulting sites on farm ponds, lakes and riverbeds.
Canada goose breed near high country lakes and rivers and sometimes some populations remain inland all
year round, moulting on inland lakes and feeding on grass, clover and lucerne on nearby pastures. Outside of
the breeding season large flocks can be encountered.
Australian magpie has a similar distribution to Paradise shelduck and Canada goose and is a common
inhabitant of farmland especially where shelterbelts of pine and gum (Eucalyptus spp.) exist. Magpie generally
form small family groups of up to 10 birds while non-territorial flocks can number up to 80 birds. Nesting
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usually occurs in tall pine, macrocarpa and gum trees. Magpies feed on open pasture or on ploughed
paddocks in search of invertebrates such as earthworms and grass grubs with some dietary supplementation
provided by seeds.
Two bird species that inhabit the aerodrome area on a seasonal basis are nationally threatened. These are
black-billed gulls (nationally critical) and South Island pied oystercatcher (at risk – declining). Black backed
gull is an unprotected native while red billed gull and black billed gull are protected. Black billed gull is also a
species endemic to New Zealand. South Island pied oystercatcher and Spur winged plover are protected
abundant natives while Paradise shelduck is partially protected. Canada goose is a partially protected
introduced species while Australian magpie is an unprotected introduced species.

6. Current Bird Management Programme
Te Anau airport currently employs passive and invasive methods to control bird numbers in order to reduce
the potential for bird strike.
The passive methods involve management of habitat conditions that attract birds to the aerodrome area. This
is achieved through removal of nesting material, reducing ponding of water and reducing food sources. These
measures are targeted at black billed gull, red billed gull, oystercatchers, spur winged plover and magpies.
The other passive method used at the airport is a percussion noise bird scarer canon, which is activated prior
to the arrival of every large aircraft. It is designed to scare birds away from the airport for a short period of
time. Black backed gull, black billed gull, red billed gull, oystercatcher and spur winged plover are the species
most sensitive to the percussion noise.
The invasive methods involve use of trapping, poisoning and shooting.
Trapping is specifically targeted at magpies during the breeding season through placement of traps around
the aerodrome.
A poisoning programme has recently been implemented to eliminate black backed gull nesting colonies in the
Kepler Mire. The programme was developed in conjunction with the Department of Conservation and the
Kepler Farm (Landcorp) and commenced in September 2012. The operation takes place over the breeding
season and is programmed for a period of five years.
The shooting programme is targeted at Canada goose and involves aerial shooting of flocks by helicopter
where these encroach on the runway threshold. Shooting is usually undertaken in January.

7. Risk Assessment
The birds observed at Te Anau airport are attracted to the pasture bordering the runways and across adjacent
areas of farmland during the spring and summer months when seasonally abundant food supplies are
available. The species observed are gregarious in their behaviour with a propensity to form large flocks during
feeding. Land management practices such as ploughing can attract large numbers of birds especially during
the breeding season, which poses a risk to aircraft. Very wet and cultivated pastures are favoured feeding
sites due to the existence of large numbers of invertebrates close to the surface. Species which form large
flocks such as black billed gull, South Island pied oystercatcher, and Paradise shelduck breed on riverbeds
and lakeshore margins in the Te Anau Basin and feed on nearby farmland.
The peak frequency of aircraft movements at the airport tends to coincide with the spring and summer
breeding and moulting period when bird numbers are high.
The airport manager has categorised birds into two areas of risk according to their behavioural traits; i.e.
species with a soaring habit which tend to be hit at altitude during an approach or take-off and those species
which tend to exhibit a fright and flight response and are hit close to the ground during landing and take-off.
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Black backed gull, red billed gull, black billed gull and Canada goose belong in the former category while
South Island pied oystercatcher, Spur winged plover and magpie belong to the latter category.
The development of the area to the north of the airport runway has the potential to attract opportunistic
feeders when soil dwelling invertebrates are either exposed at the surface by the earthworks or drawn to the
surface due to an elevation in soil moisture levels once irrigation commences. The attraction of birds to the
area and its proximity to the airport poses a risk to aircraft operations from bird strike.
During the early stage of irrigation the height of the grass sward sown will be low enough to allow birds to feed
beneath the pivot irrigators. However as the grass sward attains a stature at or in excess of 100 mm as part of
the proposed cropping operation the ability for birds to effectively feed in this area will be impaired. In the
longer term the soil fauna populations within the irrigated area are expected to decline and become less
diverse due to the permanent alteration of the soil environment caused by elevated soil moisture levels.
Notwithstanding the progressive diminishment of feeding opportunities for birds that will occur over time due to
the cropping practice proposed and long term effects of irrigation on soil fauna, a range of mitigation
measures are proposed to minimise the level of risk of the proposal to Te Anau airport. These will include the
use of deterrent/passive control measures such as a percussion noise scarer over the site development phase
and once irrigation commences. These measures (listed in Section 8 below) will be triggered by more
intensive field observations and will be additional to the current management practices undertaken at the
airport to ensure the level of risk does not change from the current situation.
With the SDC owning the farmland surrounding the airport, a greater degree of control of land management
will occur once irrigation commences which will assist the airport in managing the bird strike risk. This will
enhance the ability of the airport to control birds over a large area of irrigated farmland on the north side of the
airport which is a major benefit. Table 1 below provides summary statements of the current and future
aspects of farmland relief and management that influence bird populations and consequent risk to the airport.
Table 1: Risk Assessment Summary
Risks
Cultivation by tillage
Irrigation
Shelterbelts

Pasture Management
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Current Management Regime
Some areas of land currently
cultivated which attract birds.
No irrigation.
Network of pine and Eucalyptus
shelterbelts which provide
suitable nesting and roosting
habitat for magpies.
Maintenance of short sward
which is seasonally grazed by
Canada goose and Paradise
shelduck and foraged by
magpies and Spur winged
Plover.

6

Future Management (Irrigation Proposal)
Cultivation of the area being irrigated will be
limited to non-tillage direct drilling.
Spray irrigation using sprinklers designed to
maximise ground infiltration.
Shelterbelts within irrigation area to be
removed which reduces extent of roosting
habitat for magpies near the airport.
Maintenance of a long grass sward which
discourages feeding within irrigation area
by a range of birds (resident and seasonal
visitors).
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8. Recommended Mitigation Measures
The following measures are recommended as a means of managing bird populations attracted to the
proposed irrigation area within the Kepler Farm:






Employment of passive control measures in and around the irrigation area during the initial
development stage and first season/year of irrigation. The degree of control will be governed
by field observations;
Management of the grass sward to a minimum height of 100 mm within the area beneath the
centre pivots as part of the cropping operation;
Maintenance of a short sward beyond the centre pivots to prevent grass seed head
development;
Maintaining a rate of discharge that avoids the potential for ponding;
Absence of strobe lights on the centre pivots.
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